Where To Go in 2022 – Top
Luxury Travel Destinations
With 2021 behind us, let’s focus on 2022 and hope we all can
finally move past the long and difficult COVID-19 pandemic.
Let’s now look towards what’s next in travel for 2022. For
example, new destinations are emerging out of the postpandemic travel boom. We want to share a summary of three
luxury travel destinations. Check out the latest happenings in
each location.
Las Vegas, Nevada
Illuminarium Experiences opens its doors in early 2022. This
breakthrough global experiential entertainment company was
created by worldwide leaders in cinematic and interactive
content. As a result, architectural and theatrical design, and
venue operations will open its second Illuminarium at AREA15.
This trendy venue becomes Las Vegas’ newest immersive events
and entertainment district.
The 33,000 square-foot, purpose-built building will be on the
western side of the main AREA15 complex. Audiences will
transport to spectacles unlike any other. You can participate
in a shared and connected experience. In addition to the
opening of Illuminarium, the first new hotel on the Strip in
more than a decade recently opened. Continuing, there are
renovations at other properties: The Las Vegas Hilton, The
Conrad Las Vegas and Crockfords.
Los Cabos, Mexico
Coming out to the pandemic, Los Cabos is reporting a huge
spike in tourism numbers. Cabo is Mexico’s leading tourism and
luxury travel destinations. Airline seats are expected to
increase by 45 percent from the U.S. from November 2021 to
April 2022 compared to the same periods in 2019 and 2020.
Therefore, travelers should plan and book our trips as early

as possible.
After undergoing a $10 million renovation, one of the
destination’s leading hotels is ME Cabo. This luxury property
has reopened its doors as a completely transformed resort.
Every aspect of the property has been reimagined from guest
rooms and lounges to food and beverage partnerships. As part
of the Me by Meliá collection, ME Cabo embraces its beautiful
location in Cabo San Lucas. The luxury hotel overlooks the
southernmost tip of Mexico’s Baja Peninsula. Plus, the new
bold and contemporary design will enrich guests’ experiences.
All 170 guest rooms are remodeled to embrace traditional
Mexican design. Hence, they boast an eclectic feel, mixing
rustic wood furnishings with bright, vivid colors. Rooms range
from 425 to 3,000 square feet and feature a private, furnished
balcony or terrace. The provide both garden or ocean views.
Additional concierge features include: rainfall showers, fully
stocked Maxibar, integrated room technologies and bath
amenities by C.O. Bigelow.
The ME Cabo hotel partners with popular Mexican restaurant
group Grupo Rosa Negra to debut four new culinary hotspots.
These include: Confessions Skybar & Tapas, Taboo Beach Club &
Restaurant, Funky Geisha, and Mamazzita Mexican Soul. The new
culinary concepts are dedicated to serving locally sourced
produce and ingredients that explore Latin American cuisine.
South Florida
From Miami’s current beginnings of a dining golden era to West
Palm Beach’s expansion of endless cultural venues and museums,
South Florida is as busy as ever. Getting around this tropical
destination has also never been easier. Brightline is the only
provider of modern, eco-friendly, intercity rail in America.
Plus, the company is back in service after a 19-month hiatus,
between its Miami, Fort Lauderdale, and West Palm Beach
stations.

Brightline relaunches with multiple service enhancements and
investments. Including its new fully integrated, door-to-door
booking service Brightline+. It is powered by its app and
supported by a new fleet of Brightline branded vehicles. Each
are upgraded with delicious food and beverage options. Also
relaunching with Brightline is Citizens, a new 26,000 SF
culinary center by C3. The leading global food tech platform
will house C3 by sbe’s restaurant offerings. In addition,
these are inspired by globally renowned chefs such as “Iron
Chef” Masaharu Morimoto, Chef Katsuya Uechi, Michelin Starred
chef Dani García and Chef Dario Cecchini.
The Life of Luxury and assist with you next luxury vacation.
We can help plan and book all your travel reservations,
including amazing VIP experiences.

We hope you enjoy reading about the above luxury travel
destinations. Return soon and follow our popular
luxury, digital magazine.

